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Level Structure in "0 from the Proton Bombardment of '4Nt
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Absolute cross sections for elastic scattering, '4N(P, P)'4N, and inelastic scattering, '4N(p, pq)'4N*,
from the 6rst excited state were measured for proton bombarding energies between 3.7 and 5.67 MeV
at laboratory angles of 67.5', 85.9', 105.8', 123.7', 135.0', and 157.5' in order to determine level parameters
of excited states in "O. Complete angular distributions were measured at selected energies in this region
and limited angular distributions were obtained for inelastic scattering, '4N(p, pg) "N*, from the second
excited state, and for the '4N(p, o.)"C reaction. Scattering anomalies were observed at proton bombarding
energies of 3.88, 3.90, 3.99, 4.13, 4.20, 4.575, 4.58, 4.63, 4.74, 4.78, 4.86, 5.02, 5.18, and 5.55 MeV, cor-
responding to excited states in "0at 10.91, 10.93, 11.01, 11.14, 11.21, 11.56, 11.565, 11.61, 11.71, 11.75, 11.83,
11.97, 12.12, and 12.47 MeV. Resonances were analyzed using a multilevel R-matrix approximation.
Qualitative and semiquantitative its were made to these data and resonance parameters were determined
for many of the observed levels.

INTRODUCTION

r 1HE nucleus "0 consists of eight protons and seven..neutrons and, in the shell-model picture, its lowest-
order coniguration needs only a single nucleon to
complete the (is)4(ip)" closed shell of "O. The lower-
lying experimental levels (below about 9-MeV excita-
tion energy) of the mirror nuclei 'sO and 'sN have been
compared quite successfully. "Halbert and French'
have made theoretical calculations for the even-parity
levels of mass-15 nuclei for excitation energies below
25 MeV and these levels have been identified reasonably
well with the experimental levels up to about 9 MeV.
Theoretical investigations of these nuclei have been
hampered by a lack of knowledge of the effective
interactions in the more complex shell-madel condgu-
rations appearing at higher energies and by the absence
of precise experimental data on the energy levels
appearing above 9-MeV excitation energy.

In the present experiment, absolute differential cross
sections have been measured for the elastic and inelastic
scattering of protons from "N for bombarding energies
between 3.7 and 5.67 MeV. These data have been
analyzed using the E-matrix theory and it has been
possible to make semiquantitative fits to the data and
to deduce resonance parameters for many of the ob-
served levels in the compound nucleus "0 between
20.9- and 22.5-MeV excitation.

Previous knowledge on the level structure of "0
for proton bombarding energies below 6 MeV has come
predominantly from studies of the radiative capture
and elastic scattering processes. Duncan and Perry'
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first studied the "N(p, y)"0 reaction by measuring
the ground-state decay of "0 for proton bombarding
energies between 0.25 and 2.6 MeV (7.52- and 9.72-
MeV excitation energy). All presently known energy
levels in this region of excitation were observed. The
elastic scattering of protons by ' N has been studied by
numerous authors~M for bombarding energies below
4.0 MeV (11.02-MeV excitation). Olness, Verona, and
Lewis" also measured inelastic cross sections for two
levels near 3.9 and 3.98 MeV (10.93- and 11.00-MeV
excitation). Above 4.0-MeV bombarding energy, there
are no published experimental data on the elastic
scattering of protons by '4N. However, Kuan et al. '~ at
Stanford have recently reported on measurements made
in this energy region. Hair el ul. ' studied the
'4N(p, p'y)' N reaction for bombarding energies be-
tween 2.5 and 5.1 MeV and observed two new levels
near 4.8 and 4.89 MeV (11.77- and 11.85-MeV excita-
tion), but no spin and parity assignments could be
made from their work.

The resonance energies and widths of most of the
levels below 4.0 MeV have been determined with fair
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accuracy, but unambiguous spin and. parity assign-
ments have been obtained. for only a few of the levels.
DifEculty of analysis has been attributed to the anom-
alously large background of potential scattering and. the
complications inherent in the interaction of nonzero
spin particles.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A differentially pumped gaseous target scattering
chamber containing 99.98% pure natural nitrogen gas
was used for the cross-section measurements. " The
chamber consists of a cylindrica, l shell equipped. with a
removable cover and a movable lower section attached
through a rotating vacuum seal. A movable counter,
mounted in the lower section, could view scattered
particles at all angles between 20' and 160' with respect
to the incident beam. Portholes positioned at intervals
around the chamber housing allowed fixed detectors to
be placed at any of ii angles. The effective target
volume for scattered particles was determined by
precision slit systems associated with each detector.

Protons from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
5.5-MV Van de Graaff accelerator were analyzed. by a
90' magnet. The incident beam energy was determined

by calibrating the analyzing magnet with the known
resonance at 4.808&0.008 MeV in the "C(p p)"C
reaction. '0 The direct proton beam was collected in a
Faraday cup at the rear of the chamber and the total
current was determined by conventional beam inte-
gration techniques.

Scattered particles were detected by surface barrier
detectors placed at selected. angles in the chamber.
Pulses from these detectors were fed through linear
amplilers and into a multiplex routing and mixing
circuit" for storage in a multichannel analyzer. The
multiplex unit served to divide the analyzer into the
equivalent of three separate 512-channel analyzers with
the pulses from each detector stored separately.

The procedure for each run included the recording of
target pressure, chamber temperature, integrated beam
current, beam energy, and total particle yieM for each
counter. 'The energy spectrum of pulses from each
counter was permanently recorded on magnetic tape for
future analysis. Two complete sweeps were made over
the energy range 3.71—5.67 MeV, and three counters
were operated simultaneously to give a. total of six
excitation functions. Energy steps varied between 3
and 5 keV, depending on the behavior of the cross
section. A series of complete angular distributions was
also taken with the moving counter at selected energies
in this energy range,

The pulse-height spectra were analyzed. with a com-
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puter program" which, after background subtraction,
6ts a peak in the spectrum with a modiled normal dis-
tribution. Appropriate corrections were made to these
data for heating of the nitrogen gas by the beam and for
rate-dependent losses in the scalers. These corrections
were typically about 1%.Typical dead-timec orrections
ranged from 5 to 20%. A number of small corrections
not made to these data included slit edge scattering,
detector efEciency, and the loss of beam between target
volume and Faraday cup. Subsequent work" on the
scattering chamber indicated that these e8ects were
less than a few tenths percent. In addition to these
ignored eGects, it was later discovered that the magnetic
seconda, ry electron suppressor system of the Faraday
cup was not completely effective. The Faraday cup
used in this work was subsequently replaced with the
Faraday cup described in Ref. 19.

Experimental uncertainties in the cross-section
measurements resulted in an estimated normal dis-
tribution uncertainty with a standard deviation of &4%
exclusive of counting statistics. Statistical uncertainties
varied between 0.2 and 0.5% for all elastic cross sections
and between 2 and 3% for ail inelastic cross sections.

Uncertainties in the bombarding energy resulted from
uncertainties in the calculated energy loss of protons
passing through the nitrogen gas, uncertainties in the
magnetic calibration constant, Gnite beam resolution,
6nite target thickness, and straggling of the beam in the
chamber gas. Energy losses of protons passing through
the chamber gas were determined by observing energy
shifts of the "C(p p) "C resonance as a function of
chamber pressure. The uncertainty in this determination
was about 3.3 keV for typical operating conditions.
Straggling of the beam for a typical energy and pressure
(5.0 MeV and 9 mm Hg) resulted in an asymmetric
distribution (X=1.25)'4 with a standard deviation of
~3 keV. Typical target thickness was about 0.5 keV.
Accuracy of the absolute energy scale was estimated to
be +is keV. The relative accuracy is better although
in some cases it +as necessary to shift excitation func-
tions measured at diferent times by as much as 5 keV
to produce a satisfactory match.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Absolute differential cross sections for elastic scatter-
ing, "N(p, p) '4N, and inelastic scattering, "N(p,
pr) "Ne from the first excited state of "N (Q= —2.311
MeV) were measured at laboratory angles of 67.5,
85.9, 105.8, 123.7, 135.0, and 157.5' for the proton
bombarding energy range 3.7—5.67 MeV (Figs. 1-4).
In addition, complete angular distributions (Figs. 5
and 6) were measured at selected energies in this region
and limited angular distributions (Figs. 7 and 8) were

» We are indebted to J.K. Dickens (ORNL) for the use of this
program.
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FIG. 1. Di8erential cross
sections for the elastic scatter-
ing of protons from '4N as a
function of incident proton
energy at scattering angles of
71.3', 90.0, and 109.7'. Solid
curves are theoretical 6ts and
dashed curves are the Ruther-
ford cross section.
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obtained for inelastic scattering, "N(p, ps)"N*, from
the second excited state of "N(Q= —3.95 MeV) and
for the '4N(p, n) "C reaction. All cross sections except
the inelastic excitation functions are in the c.m. system
and all energies are laboratory bombarding energies
at the center of the target. In Figs. 5 and 6, cross
sections taken from the complete angular distribution
measurements (closed points) and those from the
excitation function measurements (open points) are
p1otted together and indicate the reproducibility of these

data. The statistical uncertainty is indicated for each
datum point.

ANALYSIS

An inspection of Figs. 1—4 shows that many reso-
nances were observed in the experimental elastic-scat-
tering cross section and that several of these resonances
has signiicant partial widths for the inelastic channel.
Analysis of these data was carried out using the Wigner
E-matrix formalism as presented by Lane and Thomas. "
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Pro. 2. DiGerential cross
sections for the elastic scatter-
ing of protons from '4N as a
function of incident proton
energy at scattering angles of
127.1', 137.9', and 159.1'.
Solid curves are theoretical
6ts. The Rutherford cross sec-
tion is well below 16 mb at all
angles shown.
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A. M. Lane and R. G. Thomas, Rev. Mod. Phys. SQ, 2&7 (&958).
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Frc. 3.DiGerential cross sections
for protons from the '4N (p, P})}4N~
reaction (Q= —2.31 MeV) as a
function of incident proton energy
at laboratory scattering angles of
67.5', 85.9', and 105.2'. Solid
curves are theoretical fits.

First, off-resonance elastic angular distributions were
analyzed to determine the behavior of slowly varying
nonresonant phases. The elastic excitation functions
were then studied to determine the interference of
nuclear scattering amplitudes with the Coulomb and
slowly varying background amplitudes (determined
from off-resonance analysis). Since the qualitative
shape and magnitude of this interference depends
strongly upon the assumed value of l and J, the, total
angular momentum and parity of a resonance may be
obtained from this analysis. A study of inelastic angular
distributions gave an independent determination of

resonance spin and parity, and permitted a detailed
analysis of interference between interfering levels, and
yielded values for inela, stic widths. The inelastic excita-
tion functions were used to determine resonance energies
and total widths.

"N(p p)' N Elastic Scattering

Since many of the levels under investigations were
broad and overlapping, it was necessary to consider
many states of diferent spins and parities simultane-
ously. Two-level scattering formulas were used so
interference between levels of the same spin and parity
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FIG. 4. Di6erential cross sections
for protons from the'4N(p, p})}4N~
reaction (Q= —2.31 MeV) as a
function of incident proton energy
at laboratory scattering angles of
123.7', 135.0', and 157.5'. Solid
curves are theoretical fits.
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Fze. S. Angular distributions of
protons from the r4N(p p)r4N reac-
tion (Q= —2.31 MeV). The solid
curves are theoretical fits for the
s-wave formation of a 90-keV wide
J=$+ state at 3.90 MeV interfering
with the pwave formation of a
20-keV wide J=$ state at 3.988
MeV.
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in close proximity could be treated exactly. The theo-
retical differential cross section is given as a sum over
scattering amplitudes A.. . ,, „with each amplitude
designating one of the possible channel spin configura-
tions (sm,~s'm, ),

«.."(8,v) =L(»+1)(».+1)j-

~
~.„,„...,., ~sion. ..

Se~,mgms&

where

~-" . ,--.= —(& /&) IL&(8)+P(8)jr-"-. ,-*-.

+i g (2l+1)'~r(st, o
~
J3II) (s'l'm, mq.

~
JM)

JACAL

l Im ~I

X&~a" I;,aa~i ~;(flu ) I. (2)

Here 0. gives the type of incoming particle and the
state of the struck nucleus, s is the channel spin obtained
from vector addition of the intrinsic spins of the
incoming particle and target nucleus (It and Is, respec-
tively), and m, is the channel-spin projection. The
sum over J represents the sum over all res&nances that
are treated explicitly, and I is the orbital angular
momentum; j/I and m~ are the total and orbital angular
momentum projections, respectively. The primes refer

to quantities in the outgoing channels (for elastic
scattering n=a').

In the scattering amplitude of Eq. (2), k is the wave
number of relative motion,

k = (2ir E/5') '" (3)

where E is the energy of relative motion of the pair
of incoming particles and ir is their reduced mass. C(8)
is the Rutherford amplitude of Coulomb scattering
for angle 8:

C(8) = (4s.) 'I'ri cosec'-'8 exp/ 2iri in(—sinsr8) j,
with

ri—=ZrZse'ju/irtk. (4)

p(8) is the potential scattering amplitude,

p(8) = s. 'Is+ (2l+ 1) sing q exp/i (2~~—B,r) )Pq (cos8),

~t=g tan-' —,
m 1 tg' cog=0. (6)

where the b, ~ are potential phase shifts for oG-resonance
scattering Lnot to be confused with the Kronecker b's

in Eq. (2)j and the cog are Coulomb phase shifts:
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The symbols (st,O
i JM) and (s'l'm. m& i JM) are

the usual Clebsch-Gordan coeKcients.
The generally nondiagonal matrix X~ describes

resonance scattering and in the two-level approximation
has elements

Xs,.i...~= 2 exp/i(&oi+&ot —Bi—bi.) j((Pi(Pi.) '"
X g Yxls Ypvs'Axy 1 ( l)

Xp 1,2

Arts ——(Egs E (rsvp) /Ds, ——
Ass'= (R'—&—tn') /D',

Au'= Art'= 6s'/D',
Ds= AnsAsss (Aass)'. —

as'

and the I"q„are elements of the width matrix,

Ihp = Q (Pl'Y'hei 'Ypsl
a@i

(10)

In these equations X, p represents the sum over tw9
levels of the same spin and parity; E&~ and E2~ are the
energies of the two levels and E is the c.m. bombarding

The elements of Pq„s are separated into real and imagi-
nary parts:

&g„s—— A),„s—+,'iI'),„s-, X, @=1,2

where the hq„~ are elements of the shift matrix,
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FIG. 8.Differential cross sections
for protons from the "N(p, u}nC
reaction.
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energy; 6'& is the penetrability,

pr = ku/(prs+Gp) (11)

where I" I, and Gg are the regular and irregular Coulomb
wave functions evaluated at the nuclear radius u. S~ is
the energy shift,

~r=&.(~~~~+«Gr )/(~P+GP) (12)

B& is the arbitrary boundary-value parameter and
yq, g~ is the reduced width amplitude of the Xth level
of spin J formed through the channel (sl) .The reduced
width amplitudes yq, ~~ are expressed in terms of a
channel-spin ratio nq, ~~ by

PXsl Xsl PXl

with the coeKcients normalized to unity:

g (~~.i')'= 1. (14)

The aq, g give an indication of the channel-spin depend-
ence of a level formed through a particular partial
wave l.

These theoretical expressions for the differential cross
section were programmed for a CDC 1604 computer.
This code was made sufficiently general so the elastic
scattering of charged or uncharged particles of arbitrary
spin could be analyzed. As many as 16 resonance pairs,
each pair designating resonances of the same spin and

parity, can be treated simultaneously. Input to the code
is in the form of trial resonance parameters and various
forms are allowed for the potential phase shifts b~.

Output is in the form of computer-plotted excitation
functions. Both experimental and theoretical cross
sections may be plotted as an aid to the analysis.

For the case of protons of spins 2 incident upon "X
of spin 1, the possible channel spins are 2 and —'„hence
there are six channel-spin projections m, and up to 36
scattering amplitudes A.. . ,, , to be determined. Each
level can be formed by two partial waves and the
value of l can change during the scattering process.
The initial method of analysis was to study theoretical
resonance shapes for various assignments of /, J, x, and
channel spin. However, before this could be done it was
necessary to have an adequate description of the back-
ground scattering.

Background processes are described by scattering
amplitudes

8„=s,= tan-&(P, /G, )., (16)

where C(e) and p(e) are defined by Eqs. (4) and (5),
respectively. A fit to the off-resonance scattering was
attempted by varying the phase shifts 8,& )see Eq. (5)).
For a truly isolated resonance, these phase shifts
reduce to the hard-sphere values
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by a potential which depends on coupling of the inci-
dent particle spin with the orbital angular momentum.
The slight improvement in 6t over that for /-dependent
phase shifts did not justify the complicated procedure
necessary for including these phase shifts in the general
analysis. If there had existed a more complete set of
off-resonance angular distributions at several energies
so that a complete set of phases could have been deter-
mined accurately, such an analysis would have been
justified.

An optical-model search was also made on the off-
resonance scattering but this proved unsuccessful. No
realistic set of optical parameters could be found that
would produce a satisfactory fit. InsufFicient oA-reson-
ance data and complications introduced by target
spins made this analysis difFicult.

Next, theoretical resonance shapes were calculated
for each allowed combination of /, s, J, and m. Figures
11 and 12 show these shapes for a resonance energy of
4.0 MeV (indicated by Eo). Partial-wave functions for
l=0 to 4 are shown with their correspond, ding channel-
spin and total-spin assignments. The angles shown
are the c.m. angles. (The theoretical shapes for 137.9'
are not shown because they differ only in magnitude
from the 127.1' and 154.1' curves). Resonances show
distinctive energy-dependent shapes for the various
l-wave formations and resonances formed by a particular
/ wave show a characteristic variation with angle.
Resonance shapes were calculated for extreme varia-
tions of the background phase shifts and it was noted
that the over-all characteristic shape for each partial-
wave formation did not change. However, the resonance
magnitude and detailed shape were sensitive to assumed
values of the background.

These theoretical curves were then compared to the
experimentally observed resonances to give an initial
guess on resonance parameters. These parameters were
then adjusted for a best fit to the data.

Xa'e'l', ael

exp'(M~g pgg&) j exp'~(&g)~t~I p~~~~) )(F~ggF&g gag~)I

Z,+~ Z;~F,'—
where a and a' denote the elastic incoming and the
inelastic outgoing channels, respectively. The partial
width I g is given by

Fasl 26 l (vael) r (19)

the level shift 6 is

a=+ (s ~ Bg)(y ~ )'—
ael

(20)

'4N(P, P~)'4N" Inelastic Scattering

Distinct resonance phenomena were observed in this
inelastic channel at proton bombarding energies of 3.9,
3.99, 4.78, 4.86, and 5.55 MeV (Figs. 3 and 4) .Analysis
of the inelastic angular distributions helped to resolve
ambiguities remaining after the elastic analysis and
played an essential role in the assignment of parameters
to these states.

Theoretical expressions for the differential cross
section similar to Eqs. (1) and (2) but based on the
single-level approximation were programmed for the
CBC 1604 computer. For this case, the resonance
amplitude X ...~, ,g~ is given by
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FIG. 12. Theoretical single-level resonance shapes for the elastic scattering of protons from "N at Eo=4.0 MeV.

and the total width I'p is

where e is summed over the elastic and inelastic
channels.

Output of this code is in the form of computer-plotted
angular distributions, and as many as five resonances
of diferent spins and parities can be treated simul-
taneously.

In addition to these calculations, theoretical equa-
tions for the angular distributions expressed as a sum
of I egendre polynomials were studied and compared
to least-squares I.egendre polynomial fits to the data.
Angular-distribution shapes depend on the total-spin
assignments; for a particular assignment they are also
quite sensitive to the channel-spin mixture. Hence, a
comparison of these theoretical expressions to the least-
squares 6ts restricts total-spin and channel-spin assign-
ments and allows one to obtain qualitative information
on level formation and decay. The inelastic analysis
is somewhat simplified because states decaying through

this channel are limited to an outgoing channel spin
of —,'and a single-partial wave. Of course, both channel
spins and two-partial waves are allowed for the in-
corning channel (see Table I).

1
2

2

1

0, 2

i, 3

2, 4

7+
2

7~
2

2, 4

3, 5

4 Channel spin s = 2 is not allowed for the inelastica11y scattered protons.

TAar.z I. Allowed values of the orbital angular momentum
l for states in "0 formed by p+'4N. po and p& are the elastic and
inelastic channels, respectively. s is the channel spin.
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TAnzz IL Resonance parameters used to 6t the "N(p, po)r4N and '4N(p, pq) "N experimental cross sections shown in Figs. 1-6.

F,„is the incident proton energy and F., is the excitation energy in O. /' is the total-spin and parity assignment (alternative assign-
ments are shown in parentheses). I'r, I'„and i'; are the total width, elastic width, and inelastic width, respectively (i'r ——1,+F~). i,
and so are the orbital angular momentum and channel spin for the incident and elastically scattered proton; l1 is the orbital angular
momentum of the inelastically scattered proton. p~,q~,

' and y„1)11/?2 are reduced widths (I';=26'yp) for the elastic and inelastic channels,
respectively. All widths are in the c.m. system.
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The total inelastic cross section for an isolated reson-
ance is given by

Hence, if the total width and total inelastic cross
sections are known, the elastic and inelastic widths
(I', and I';, respectively, ) can be determined.

RESULTS

A summary of the properties of the states in "0
deduced from the present analysis is given in Table II.
These parameters represent a best fit to the data and
were used in the theoretical fits of Figs. 1—5. Alternate
assignments of total spin, when they exist, are shown
in parentheses.

Since resonance shapes for each partial-wave for-
mation are quite distinct, it was possible to make
reliable l-wave and parity assignments to the level
analyzed. Resonance widths vary from &10 keV to a
maximum of 160 keV and many of the levels are fairly
broad and overlapping. Uncertainties associated with
the resonant energies arise from experimental uncer-
tainties in the absolute-energy measurement and from
insensitivity of the fits to small variations in the reso-
nant energies. Uncertainties associated with the widths
are also due to the insensitivity of the its.

In the elastic analyses, four resonances have the
characteristic l= 1 shape and four resonances have the
characteristic l=2 shape. Resonances at 4.58 and 5.02

MeV could only be fit by assuming large contributions
from two partial waves of l= 1, 3.This is not unreason-
able since the contribution from l=3 has a channel
spin of s= —,

' and this channel spin is not allowed for the
l=1 contribution (see Table I). If the level formation
is channel-spin-dependent and favors s=-,', then one
would expect the l=3 contribution to be signi6cant.

3.88, 3.90, and 3.99-MeV States

Two levels were observed in the elastic-scattering
cross sections. The 3.88-MeV resonance is formed by
l=2 as determined from the single-level shapes of
Figs. 11 and 12. For this partial-wave formation,

assignments of J = ~+, &+, —,'+, and 2+ are allowed. The
assignments of ~+ and —,'-+ give theoretical cross sections
that are much too small. The two most probable assign-
ments are ~+ and —,'+, but neither assignment gives a
completely satisfactory fit. An admixture of l= 4, which
is also allowed for these assignments, does not improve
the fit. This is not surprising since the penetrability of
/=4 is down by a factor of 10.

The 3.99-MeV resonance shows a characteristic l= 1
shape but nothing else can be said from a study of the
elastic data. This resonance has a large inelastic width
that has to be included in a detailed 6t to the data.

Seven complete inelastic distributions (Fig. 5) were
measured over the energy region of these resonances
and the total inelastic cross section was obtained from
a I.egendre 6t to these data. The elastic and inelastic
widths were determined from the peak inelastic cross
section with Eq. (4).
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TABLE III. Legendre polynomial coefBcients from least-squares
fits to the inelastic angular distributions shown in Fig. 6.

4.2-MeV State

Z (MeV)

4.770

4, 801

4.870

4.911

4.986

Pg

4.52 1.12 1.44 2.36

2.31 0.74 1.00 0.56

0.73 0.24 0.35 0.01

0.18

0.22

0.16

2.00 0.23 0.75 0.67 —0.63

2.16 0.10 0.62 1.46 —0.38

No inelastic cross section was observed, so the total
width was assumed to be F~= F,.This resonance has the
characteristic /=2 shape with probable assignments of
J =2+ s=-,' «J =2+ s=2. The —,'+ or-,'+»»gnment
is ruled out by the relatively small elastic cross section.
An assignment of J =-,'+, s=-,'is not probable because,
for this channel spin, the /=0 formation should domi-
nate (see Table I). The assignment of J = —,'+, s=~~

represents the best fit and is also more consistent with
the other /= 2 assignments.

The angular distribution at 3.900 MeV is at the peak
of the broad resonance and the one at 3.988 MeV is
near the peak of the narrow resonance (see Figs. 3 and
4). Angular distributions over the broad resonance,
taken at 3.868, 3.900, and 4.02 MeV, are far away from
the interfering eGects of the narrow resonance at 3.99
MeV and are nearly isotropic. The angular distributions
at 3.966, 3.988, and 3.995 MeV taken in the vicinity of
the narrow resonance indicate interference between
levels of opposite parity. Initially it was assumed that
the resonance observed at 3.88 MeV in the elastic
cross section was the same resonance as that observed
at 3.90 MeV in the inelastic cross section. The total
widths of the two resonance peaks are about the same
and the resonant energies diAer by less than 20 keV.
However, the inelastic angular distributions over the
broad resonance at 3.9 MeV are inconsistent with the
formation of an /=2 resonance as observed in the
elastic cross section. Such a resonance predicts large
P2 and P4 terms in a Legendre-polynomial expansion
of the inelastic angular distribution, whereas an isotropic
angular distribution is predicted only for a resonance
formed through /=0. Since /=0 formation is definitely
ruled out for the elastically observed resonance, the
only acceptable explanation is the existence of two
broad resonances, one with a large elastic width and the
other with a large inelastic width.

Calculations were performed on the inelastic data
with the assumption of a ~+, F~=90-keV resonance at
3.9-MeV and a —,', F~——20-keV resonance at 3.987
MeV. The inelastic width of the 3.88-MeV level (1=2
formation) was taken to be zero. The total inelastic
cross sections were determined to be 61 mb for the
3.9-MeV resonance and 43 mb for the 3.99-MeV reso-
nance. Figures 3 and 4 show the fits to these data.

When the elastic widths for the -,'+ and —,
' resonances,

as determined from Eq. (4), were included in the
elastic cross-section calculation and an assignment of
~7+ was given to the 3.88-MeV resonance, a satisfactory
6t (Figs. I and 2) was obtained. This assignment of
~~+ to the elastic level at 3.88 MeV is consistent with
the other /=2 assignments in this energy region. %ith
this new interpretation of a third resonance, the assign-
ment of —",+ for the 3.88-MeV level is eliminated.

4.58- and 4.63-MeV States

The elastic cross sections revealed three closely
spaced resonances with definite interference effects.
There is no appreciable inelastic width for any of these
resonances (I'r=I', ). The resonance at 4.58 MeV
(I'r ——25 keV) has a narrow resonance of less than 10
keV situated near its peak. This narrow resonance
(Fg~4.575 MeV) is small and does not destroy the
characteristic shape of the 4.58-MeV resonance. The
4.58-MeV resonance does not show the characteristic
shape of a single-partial-wave formation and can only
be fit with an assignment of J =—,', /=1, 3, s= —,', —,'.
No other assignments give the proper shape nor produce
the observed interference with the 4.63-MeV resonance.
The 4.63-MeV resonance has the characteristic shape
of /= 1 formation, but, as previously mentioned, it is
distorted by interference from nearby levels. The best
fit is obtained with J = 2, /= 1, s= —'„ I'= 25 keV. An
alternate choice is J = 2 but the 6t is not as good at
all angles.

4.V8- and 4.86-MeV States

The resonances at 4.78 and 4.86 MeV overlap appre-
ciably and definite interference eGects are observed.
A narrow level at 4.74 MeV was not analyzed. It has
no detectable inelastic width and appears as a small

bump in the elastic cross section. The 4.78-MeV reso-
nance has the characteristic /=2 shape which is some-
what distorted by the 4.74-MeV resonance. The 4.86-
MeV resonance has the characteristic /= 1 shape.
Tentative assignments of J =2+, s=2, F~=80 keV,
Eg ——4.78 MeV and J =~, s=» FR=50 keV, Eg=
4.86 MeV were made from the elastic analysis. No
other assignments gave satisfactory 6ts at all angles.

These two levels have signi6cant partial widths for
the inelastic channel (Figs. 3 and 4). Six inelastic
angular distributions were taken over the energy region
of these resonances and a least-squares I.egendre
polynomial 6t was made to these data (Fig. 6). Esti-
mated values of the total inelastic cross sections as
determined from the angular-distribution measure-
ments were 20 mb for the 4.78-MeV resonance and
50 mb for the 4.86-MeV level.
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The Legendre-polynomial coefBcients resulting from
these least-squares fits are shown in Table III. Several
important features were deduced from these coeKcients.

(a) The two resonances are of opposite parity
because odd polynomials appear in the angular dis-
tributions.

(b) Since the two resonances are of opposite parity,
the even coe%cients are a simple sum of the coeKcients
of the individual resonances; hence both resonances have
signi6cant P2 and P4 terms. The P6 term is negligible.

(c) These resonances must have J)-', because
resonances of small J value cannot have P4 contribu-
tions.

(d) These resonances Probably do not have J) sr

because such assignments would result in Pg contribu-
tions of the same order of magnitude as the Po, P2, and
P4 terms.

From a study of these coeScients, we conclude that the
resonances are of opposite parity and most probably
have J= 2 ~ Assignments from the elastic analysis are
ss+ for the 4.78-MeV resonance and ss for the 4.86-MeV
resonance.

Exact its to these higher-order angular distributions
are complicated by the large number of interference
terms present and by the many possible channel-spin
configurations. Furthermore, the interference terms are
quite sensitive to the potential phase shifts of elastic
and inelastic scattering; since these are not known
exactly, they must at best be treated as adjustable
parameters. More complete inelastic data are needed
for such an analysis.

5.02-MeV State

This resonance is peaked at all angles and does not
exhibit the characteristic shape of a single-partial-wave
formation. An / =4 formation is peaked at all angles,
but the magnitude and detailed shape are not consistent
with this assignment. A combination of / = 1 and / =3
produce the desired effects and result in an assignment
of J = -,'—.The resonance at 4.58 MeV has a similar
shape and was also fit with this assignment Differences
in shapes of these tw'o resonances are attributed to
interference from nearby levels and to variations in the
nonresonant phase shifts at the two energies. An assign-
ment of J =2, /= 1, 3, s= 2, —,', and F~=30 keV gave
the best fit.

5.18-MeV State

This broad resonance (I'& ——160 keV) has the charac-
teristic /= 2 shape. The inelastic cross section is not
sufficiently large to be extracted from an apparent
nonresonant background (See Figs. 3 and 4). A best
fit is obtained with an assignment of J = ~+, /= 2, s= ~~

which is consistent with the other / = 2 assignments.
No other / = 2 assignments gave an acceptable fit.

5.55-MeV State

Cross sections were detected for the '4N(p, pi)'4N*,
'4N(p p )'4N*, and '4N(P n) "C reactions, but their
widths were much smaller than the corresponding
elastic width. An inelastic angular distribution over
this resonance (Fig. 6) is not symmetric about 90'
c.m. , indicating interference with the nonresonant
background or with levels of opposite parity. Incom-
plete reaction data and background interference pre-
vented the extraction of reliable reaction widths. This
resonance exhibited the characteristic /= 1 shape and
was 6t with an assignment of J =~, /= 1, s= ~, and
Fz = 60 keV. Another possible assignment is —', , but
the fit is not as good at the backward angles.

DISCUSSION

VVe will not try to interpret the properties of the
observed levels in terms of nuclear models since the
situation at these excitation energies is quite com-
plicated. It is interesting to note, however, that Shukla
and Brown'6 have recently reported an extensive theo-
retical interpretation of the properties of excited states
of the mass-15 nuclei. These authors construct the
and —,

' states by mixing single-hole spherical and two-
particle —three-hole deformed con6gurations. The even-
parity states are constructed by mixing one-particle-
two-hole and three-particle —four-hole deformed states.
This interpretation of states in "0 extends up to exci-
tation energies of about 10 MeV, which is just below the
region we have studied. In fact, these authors predict a

state which may be the state observed at 11.01-MeV
excitation.

Our hope is that modern theoretical techniques will
be equal to the complexity of the energy region which
we have studied and that the properties of states iden-
tified in this work will be valuable in future theoretical
interpretations of the "0nucleus.

"A. P. Shukla and G. E.Brown, Nucl. Phys. A112, f96 (l968) .


